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I could not be happier than I was at the time when I saw my father. I was so convinced that I went inside and
told Mom that they were being sucked down. Growing up with such a strong role model, I developed many of
her enthusiasms. Eleven years after my father fled to Sudan, I and my mother came to America- the land of
opportunities. When I was coming to America, I was excited about all the opportunities that awaited me here.
One of them was the provision of quality education. One that readily comes to mind is when Chris and Corey
tried, and succeeded, to convince me that they were being sucked into the ground. I want to attend UMass
Boston for its diverse student body and high-quality faculty. She understands my needs before I can even think
of them. According to Utilitarian, the Greatest Happiness Principle is the foundation of morality which, is a
consequentialist belief that actions should be based on maximizing the amount of happiness for the whole of
society. A diverse student body will offer me a chance to learn from their rich experiences. Television is a
great and most likely the best source around the world for information on what's happening everywhere, and
probably the most prolific form of entertainment in most first world countries. Sometime last year, she, my
aunt, uncle and cousin all went to donate blood platelets to cancer patients in honor of my grandmother, who
passed away last year. Essay Topic: Essay , Influence In my life, the most influential personality has been of
my mother. Whether it is my teachers, who were trying to inculcate a wide exposure of education to me, or my
bosses, whom I have met working a part time job, has allowed me to change myself for the better. I am sure
that my stay at UMass Boston will be a meaningful one. Because of that I actually have two brothers instead
of one. He praise me when I did well, motiving me to want to strive to do my best more, however he also
scolds me when did poorly, so I can make improvement. She believes that education will be a key to success
for me. It will enable me to excel in my chosen field of study. He taught me how to hold my breath
underwater. My mother has always been a very strong role model to me, and growing up with someone like
her to look up to has changed my life in many ways. Since Corey was as much my brother as Chris was, of
course they both pulled little tricks on me. They appear as they were initially reviewed by admissions officers.
Being the caring person that she is, she does her best to make someone's day brighter, even if her day is not
too bright. She has enriched my life with her passion for learning, and changed it with her devotion to
humanity. Even though her life is not a crystal stair, she never let anything bring her down. Even though I can
still improve, I would not have the mindset of giving up because I know there are many people in my life
cheering me on to try to do better and achieve my future dreams and one of them whom cheers me on the most
influencing me is my father. He even taught me how not to touch his things. One nice thing he did was that he
always let me hang around him and his friends. Being caring, goofy, and encouraging, my mother, in no
doubt, has had the greatest impact on me.


